School covers mural for depicting a man, woman & child
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WarwickSchool Superintendent Peter
Horoschak is stepping in after a student
mural at PilgrimHigh School was
deemed inappropriate and painted
over because it depicted a man holding
the hand of a woman and child.
A parent of a Pilgrim High School
student who first reported the incident
to WPRO's John DePetro Show. The
mural was meant to depict the life of a
man and it ended with the scene with
the man, woman and a child. The
student artist, 17-year-old Liz Bierendy, said that she depicted the man and woman has married
with

wedding rings. According to Horoshack’s press release the scene was painted over because
“some of the members of the Pilgrim High Schoolcommunity suggested that the depiction of a
young man’s development from boyhood through adulthood as displayed may not represent the life
experiences of many of the students at PilgrimHigh School.”
According to the release, the assistant principal approached the Bierendy after the concern was
raised from the school and “asked her to look at other ways to show the outcome of the subject’s
progression to adulthood.”
After consulting other administrators, Superintendent Horoschak asked the assistant principal to
meet with the student again and discuss her views on the proposed changes to the mural. The
assistant principal reported that the student “preferred the original idea” however she “would take
the weekend to think about any changes to the original sketch.” Horoschak asked that the
Bierendy’s ideas be respected and “that she be allowed to finish the mural as she visualized it.”
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(4/19/2012 5:52:15 PM)
Commenter Henry is as twisted and lost as this news. I hope the artist has the courage to stand
up for what's right.

- Gorb

(4/19/2012 5:12:37 PM)
after being taught in Public Schools way before America’s Declaration of Independence from
the British.
- Henry

(4/19/2012 5:11:22 PM)
and tolerance of homosexuals, lesbians, and transgender with the sole purpose of destroying
the family unit composed of one man, and one woman.
Christians are more dangerous than Obama, and Islam put together, and very shortly they will
bring down the American Republic to total ruin by continuing to do nothing as they have done
since 1963 or since they allowed the tyrannical Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court to declared
the Holy Bible Unconstitutional, after being taught in Public Schools wa

- Henry

(4/19/2012 5:04:26 PM)
Undoubtedly, Christians are America’s greatest enemy, indoctrinated, and dumbed-down
inside Public Schools of misinformation, headed by greedy deceitful conscienceless masters
of depravities, specializing in the theory of evolution, which is another attempt to suppress the
existence of God in order to nullify His Ten Commandments, and sex education designed
exclusively to stimulate, and awaken the passions of youth in order to enrich greedy
murderous abortionists, and the inclusion, and tolera
- Henry

(4/19/2012 4:44:31 AM)
I think the mural is beautiful on many levels.
- Zack
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